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Introduction

The Bishop Paiute Reservation
The Bishop Paiute Fire Management Plan has been developed as a component of the Reserva-
tion’s Integrated Resource Management Plan (IRMP). The purpose of this plan is to provide in-
formation concerning the Reservation’s land holdings, fire hazards and the fire protection agen-
cies that are responsible for responding to fire incidents on Reservation lands.

The Bishop Paiute Reservation encompasses 879 acres of land immediately to the west of the City 
of Bishop in Inyo County, California. The Bishop Paiute Tribe is a sovereign nation governed by 
the Tribal Council, a board of 5 members elected by the General Council.  Tourism and commer-
cial services are an important factor in the economy of Bishop as well as for the entire Owens 
Valley region. 

The Reservation is located in the northern portion of the Owens Valley between the Sierra Ne-
vada and White Mountain Ranges, approximately 280 miles north of Los Angeles and 210 miles 
south of Reno.  The terrain is relatively flat, interrupted only by stream channels. The slope in-
clines towards the east at a gradient of 12 to 15 feet per 1,000 feet in the northern portions of the 
Reservation near the north and south forks of Bishop Creek, and about 25 feet per 1,000 feet in 
the southern part of the Reservation.  The highest elevation on the Reservation is 4,288 feet at the 
southwestern corner.  The low point, at 4,167 feet, is located in the bed of the south fork of Bishop 
Creek at the eastern Reservation boundary.  

Important physical features of the immediate area include the Owens Gorge to the North and the 
southeasterly flowing Owens River located about 1 mile east of the community.  In addition to 
the Owens River, important surface water features in the vicinity include the extensive ditch and 
drain system on and adjacent to the Reservation and the north and south forks of Bishop Creek, 
which flow northeasterly across the Reservation.  
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Climatic conditions are typical of Southern California semi-arid high desert regions with hot, 
dry summers and moderately cold winters.  The average temperature for the Bishop area is 56 
degrees (Fahrenheit) with a July maximum average of 98.6 degrees and a January minimum 
average of 18.2 degrees.  Annual precipitation averages about 6.3 inches with approximately 80% 
of this amount falling between November and April.  Between 20 and 25 percent of the precipita-
tion is in the form of snow.  

Native vegetation consists of dry chaparral and desert sage to grassland, depending upon eleva-
tion and proximity to surface waters. Native vegetation includes pasture grasses, shrub willow, 
and several species of deciduous trees, mainly cottonwood, locust, elm and black willow. When 
water is plentiful, the soil supports locust, elm and sycamore trees as well as other domestic 
shrubs and plants.  (Water Resources Management Plan and Irrigation Analysis, 2002)
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Policy, Land Management Planning and Partnerships

Fire Policy
Fire protection for the Bishop Paiute Reservation is provided by the local volunteer fire departments that 
respond primarily to structural fires and by the California Department of Forestry and Fire (Cal Fire) that 
responds primarily to wildfires. Fire response agencies operate under a number of cooperative agreements 
that allow coordination of personnel, equipment, supplies and reimbursement. The various fire protection 
agreements between state and federal agencies for fire assistance, coordination and reimbursement include:
 
  California Master Cooperative Wildland Fire Management and Stafford Act Response Agree-

ment, 2007.  
   This is the primary agreement between federal and state agencies to facilitate coordination 

and exchange of personnel, equipment, supplies, services and funds to coordinate preven-
tion, detection and suppression of wildfires, fuels management and use of wildland fire. The 
agreement provides details on billing and reimbursement.

 Statewide Annual Operating Plan, 2008. 
   This plan supplements the Master Agreement and defines working relationships, tribal fire 

departments and billing procedures.

 California Fire Assistance Agreement, 2009. 
   This agreement between state and federal fire agencies provides for fire engines, water 

tenders and overhead to address incidents once local agreement resources are exhausted or 
where a local agreement is not in place.

 Interagency Agreement for Wildland Fire Management, 2010. 
   This is an agreement between federal agencies to coordinate fire management activities.

 Multi Agency Agreement for the Cooperative Use of Prescribed Fire, 2004. 
   This is an agreement between state and federal agencies and includes Burn Plan require-

ments, incident command, cooperative management and joint use of resources.

Federal legislation that provides guidance in the management of Reservation resources includes:
• National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
• National Historic Preservation Act, Sections 106 & 110 (NHPA)
• Archeological Resource Protection Act (ARPA)
• Native American Graves and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)
• American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA)
• Endangered Species Act (ESA)
• National Indian Forest Resources Management Act (NIFRMA)
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Wildfire Issues
The Reservation fuel complex is a volatile mix of hazardous wildland fuels, 580 homes, Tribal 
offices, and commercial areas with buildings, all with limited to nonexistent defensible space. 
Viewed as a continuous fuel bed, the Reservation, in hot, windy conditions, is susceptible to 
high/extreme rates of fire spread with high resistance to control.

The Bishop Rural Fire Protection District’s main station is a mile east of the Reservation’s south-
ern edge on West Line Street, while a secondary station is located on the Reservation’s northeast 
boundary at the corner of See Vee Lane and Hwy 395. The quality of the District’s equipment, 
volunteers and leadership is outstanding. Fire flow at Reservation hydrants is presently substan-
dard, but will be remedied as part of a phased water system improvement project. Fire engine 
access and safe evacuation of residents may be problematic without hazardous fuel reduction.

In many areas, particularly adjacent to creeks and ditches that dissect the Reservation, vegetation 
is a mix of mature and decadent cottonwood, elm, locust and willow trees, with a thicket-like, 
understory mix of young reproduction of these species, along with sage, rabbitbrush, slash and 
grasses. There are a number of well-grazed, fenced pastures, but numerous lots, pastures and un-
developed acres have been overtaken by uniform, dense reproduction of willow saplings, which 
burn like brush fields.

Many residences have fire safe landscaping, but proximity to wildland fuels on adjacent assign-
ments or community trust lands still leave most vulnerable to destructive fire. Many other homes 
are set amid or beside concentrations of hazardous fuels and these assignments may include the 
presence of inoperable vehicles—thousands of tons of solid waste distributed throughout the 
Reservation that will burn with intense toxicity.
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Fire Management Concerns
1. T he Reservation fuel complex is a volatile mix of hazardous wildland fuels homes 

and commercial buildings, all with limited to nonexistent defensible space.
2.  Numerous lots, pastures and undeveloped areas, particularly beside creeks and 

ditches have been overtaken by a uniform, dense thicket-like understory of young 
cottonwood, elm, locust and willow trees, along with sage, rabbitbrush, slash and 
grasses, creating a fire hazard. Understory fuels along roads, trails and isolated tree 
stands need to be reduced.

3.  The Reservation, in hot, windy conditions, is susceptible to high/extreme rates of 
fire spr ead with high resistance to control.

4.  The Community Fire Safe Plan & Guide recommends conducting brush control and 
creating firebreaks. Funding is available.

5.  Many residences have fire safe landscaping, but proximity to wildland fuels on ad-
jacent assignments or community trust lands still leave most vulnerable to destruc-
tive fire. 

6.  Fire engine access and safe evacuation of residents may be problematic without 
hazardous fuel reduction.

7.  Fire flow at Reservation hydrants is presently substandard, but will be remedied by 
a phased water system improvement project.

8.  Riparian areas along creeks and wetlands need to be maintained in a healthy condi-
tion. 

Fire Management Unit Characteristics

Area-wide Management Considerations
Inyo County is located in east central California. The county and, for the purposes of fire be-
havior analysis, an additional buffer, which combined encompasses an area of 6,872,430 acres 
(approximately 10,738 square miles), has over 18,000 residents (2010 census data). The primary 
access to the study area is via US Highway 395 and California State Routes 190, 178 and 127. 

Inyo County is defined by extremes. The area includes the highest (Mt. Whitney 14,495’) and the 
lowest (Badwater Flats 282’ below sea level) points in the continental United States. Some of the 
higher elevations of the eastern Sierra Nevada average 385 inches (32 feet) of snowfall per year 
and Death Valley (2.5 inches of precipitation annually, July average temperature of 115F) is one of 
the hottest and driest places in the western hemisphere. 

The lowest humidity ever recorded anywhere on earth is found in the White Mountains, seven 
miles east of Bishop. Many different climate and life zones are encompassed by this large and di-
verse county. Vegetation and coverage ranges from the heavy mixed-conifer timber of the Sierra 
Nevada to the sparse desert shrubs and grasses of Death Valley and the Amargosa Desert. There 
is a remarkable diversity of plant and animal species in this area, with profound topographic 
diversity. Each of the natural plant communities has its own record of historic fires and intervals 
between fires. 
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The most populated areas with wildland-urban interfaces include 26 communities. The defined 
wildland-urban interface for the County includes a five mile buffer around each community, land 
beyond the five mile buffer is not considered interface. Each of the 26 communities represents 
certain dominant hazards from a wildfire perspective. Fuels, topography, structural flammability, 
availability of water for fire suppression, egress and navigational difficulties, as well as other nat-
ural and manmade hazards, are considered in the overall hazard ranking of these communities. 
The methodology for this assessment uses the Wildfire Hazard Rating (WHR) community hazard 
rating system that was developed specifically to evaluate communities within the wildland-ur-
ban interface for their relative wildfire hazard. The WHR model combines physical infrastructure 
such as structure density and roads and fire behavior components such as fuels and topography 
with the field experience and knowledge of wildland fire experts. 
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Bishop Paiute Reservation Profile

Hazard Rating  _____________________________High
Does the neighborhood have dual access roads? Yes

Are there road grades > 8%?     No
Are all access roads of adequate width?   No
Average lot size:      <1 Acre
Fuel models found in the neighborhood:   10, 2
Water supply:        Hydrants (may have limited fire flow in commercial 

areas)
Hazards:        Man-made hazards, power lines, inadequate roads, 

wood roofs

Description: The Bishop Paiute Reservation borders the City of Bishop on the north and east 
side. Lot size and construction styles vary somewhat, but small to moderate size homes on small 
to moderate size lots are dominant. The most common construction type is wood siding with 
asphalt roofs, but mobile homes are also common in this community. There are many properties 
with flammable yard clutter and/or heavy vegetation which need cleanup. Many homes do not 
have defensible space and have vegetation growing right up to the structure. 

Although most streets are flat and of adequate width, there are some narrow roads and drive-
ways with vegetation encroaching. Some homes have missing address markers and most exist-
ing markers are non-reflective and inconsistently located. Fire suppression in this community is 
provided under contract between the Bishop Paiute Tribe and the Bishop Rural Fire Protection 
District which has three fire stations and adequate hydrant coverage. Power lines exist which 
may be a hazard to firefighters. 
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Moderate to heavy fuel beds of sage, annual grasses and other shrubs extend deeply into the res-
idential areas of this community, however fuel beds are broken by some irrigated lawns, pastures 
and agricultural plots. A parcel-level analysis is strongly recommended to identify areas where 
risks to homes from wildland fire would be significantly greater than the average hazard of the 
total interface. Topography is flat to low slope.
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Tribe: Bishop Paiute Tribe
Tribal Affiliation: Bishop Indian Tribal Council
County: Inyo
USGA Quadrangle(s): Bishop
Tribal Office Address: 50 Tu Su Lane, Bishop, CA  93514
Telephone: 760-873-3584: Fax: 760-873-4142: E-mail:
Population – Total:
Tribal Members – Total 1702
Population on the Reservation/Rancheria: 936 (Resident Indian Population) 505 (Non BPT population)
Contacts: 
 Gerald Howard– Tribal Chairperson
 Mervin Hess – Tribal Administrator– Contracting Officer of Record
 Brian Adkins – Environmental Management
 David Thundereagle– Assistant Tribal Administrator
Land Holdings: Indian Trust Lands
Location: Bishop Reservation, t7S, R32E S 1 MOST of W2 & SE4, S2 E2, S 11 NE4
Acres: 879
Status: Trust
Structures:
 Residences: 580(including trailers)
 Trailers: Unknown, but there are many
  Tribal Office: Tribal Administration, Family Services, Bishop Paiute Development Corporation 

Building, US Forest Service, Department of Motor Vehicle, Department of Public Works, Police 
Station, TANF building.

  Community Buildings: Elders Center, Barlow Gym, Cultural Center, Gas Station, Toiyabe Indian 
Health Project, WIC Program, 

 Churches: 1
 Casino: 1
 School:       Head Start, Daycare, Even Start, Owens Valley Career Development (2), Paiute Language 

School, Indian Education Center, Career Education Program
  
Land Use: Gaming, commercial Lease 74 acres Residential, Governmental and agriculture 800 acres
Water System:
 Tribal System: owned by the tribe and maintained by the Bishop Indian Utility Org.
 Other Provider: none
 Storage Capacity (Gallons): two 300,000 gal tanks
 Hydrants: Number – 32
 Waterline Size (inches): 3” to 8”
 Hydrant Pressure: low 17 to high – 60 (lbs) 
The system will not provide adequate fire flow.  A HUD Project Proposal has been submitted.
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Plans – Existing:

• Foreign Animal Disease Emergency Response Plan, 2008
• Community Fire Safe Plan and Guide, 2005
• FEMA Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan (adopted 2010/approved by FEMA)
• Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan, Adopted 2009
• Water Quality Control Plan, Approved by EPA 2007
• Wellhead Protection Area Plan, Adopted 1999
• Water Resource Management Plan and Irrigation Analysis, 1999
• Draft Water Resource Management Plan, 2002
• Draft Bishop Creek Watershed Plan, 2010
• Long Range Transportation Plan, 2007
• Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Plan, 2007
• Community Development and Diversification Plan, 2010
• Integrated Resource Management Plan, 2014
•  

Forest Management: Yes, 2014.
Fuels: No
Other Resource Plans
Plans – in Progress:

• Draft Land Management Plan, 2001
• Conservation Area Master Plan (In development)
• Draft Environmental Protection Plan, 1999 (needs updating and adoption)
• Emergency Drinking Water Plan (needs adoption)
• Emergency Response Plan (update in progress)
• Water Conservation Plan, 2002 (update in progress)

Fuels: Addressed in the Forest Management Plan

Wildland Fire Responder(s):
Agency: Bishop Volunteer Fire Dept. and CDF
Station: CDF Round Valley
Response Distance: 10 miles
Response Time: 15-20 minutes
Type of Equipment: Type 3 Engine
Quick Reinforcements: Bishop VFD and USFS
2nd in CDF Engine from Independence
BVFD will be 1st in on any Reservation fire.
Structural Fire Responder(s)
Agency: Bishop Volunteer Fire Department (BVFD)
Station (3) 209 W. Line St.; 960 Poleta Road ; and 3206 W. Line St.
Response Distance: 1 mile
Response Time:  3 minutes
Type of Equipment: 4T 1 engines, 4 T 2 engines, 4 T 3 Engines: 4 T 4 engines, 3  1 Water Tenders, 1 rescue, 
and 1 Tele-squirt
Quick Reinforcements:  CDF 15-20 minutes; USFS depends on staffing, Big Pine VFD
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Wildland Designation: SRA
DPA is CDF so SRA is appropriate designation

Response Satisfaction – Wildland: BVFD is very responsive and eager to help.  CDF is too far way to be 
effective.  

Response Satisfaction – Structure/Medical:  Good

Structural/Medical Aid Agreement(s): Owens Valley Indian Health Agency and Bishop VFD

Does Tribe Pay or Contribute to Fire/Medical Responders? Yes
Wildland Responder: No
Structural Responder: annual contribution of $1500.00 to BVFD and 44,000.00 to annual fundraiser.
Medical Aid Responder: Symons Ambulance costs are paid by those using service.

Fire History: 
Wildland: See SACS Data Base
Structural: Unknown

Fire Prevention/Hazard Reduction Actions:
 30-feet Clearance: (Zone 1 Defensible Space): None
 Hazard Abatement (Zone 2 Defensible Space: None
 Weed Abatement (Zone 2 Defensible Space): None
 Prescribed Fire: None and the tribe has no skills. CDF volunteered to assist on cooperative projects
 Public Education: None
 Other, such as Ordinances: None

Vegetation:
 Fuel Models:  NFFL: Fuel Model 9 Hardwood litter (94 acres) and Fuel Model 1 Grass
  NFDRS: Fuel Model R for the 94 acres of hardwoods.  Most of the remainder is in hay production.  

Therefore, Fuel Model L.

The 500+ structures plus their area of influence take a substantial portion of the reservation.

Average Annual Rainfall:  9 inches

Fire Weather Trend Zone: 
517 for the Owens Valley 
518 for the Inyo National Forest

The WIMS Stations:  
Round Valley (CDF Station) #044803 and Independence #044804

Source: California Fire Weather Operating Plan for CY 2000.
Topography:                 Elevation: 4165’ on the east and 4265’ on the west 
                                         Slopes: less than 5% over entire reservation    Aspect:  east
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Transportation System:
The reservation has an adequate transportation system and the fire service providers are satisfied that the 
road system meets all their needs.

 

Compartment 6: BIA California Central Agency - Bishop
Part 1

Compartment 6 contains 879 acres in Fire Management Zone 01, Representative Location (RL) 1, including 
1005 of the fires occurring in this RL.  The Compartment experiences 0.00 fires per year, totaling 0 acres.  
The characteristics of the compartment indicate that: Catastrophic Fire Unlikely.

Fuels Hazard characteristics are rated:
 Fuels (flame length produced): 0-2Feet (Low)
 Crowning Potential: 0 -2 (Low)
 Slope Percent: 0-20 (Low)
 Aspect: East, West (Moderate)
 Elevation: 3501 – 5000 (Moderate)

Protection Capability ratings are:
 Initial Attach: 0 – 20 minutes (Low)
 Suppression Complexity: Simple (Low)

Ignition Risk factors include:
 Population Density – Wildland Urban Interface – 101-300 Dwellings/Structures
 Power Lines in Unit
 Distribution Lines

 Other
  Cultural Activities
  Fireworks, children with matches
 Transportation System
  Public Access Road(s)
  County road(s)
 Commercial Development
  Business, agricultural/ranching
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Compartment 6: BIA California Central Agency - Bishop
Part II

Compartment Values are characterized:
Recreation: Developed recreation site within or adjacent to area (High)

Administrative: Minimal resource or special use values (Low)

Wildlife/Fisheries: Relatively insignificant habitat (Low)

Range Use: Little or no range use (Low)

Watershed: Stream Class III, IV, VI.  Little riparian vegetation.  No mass movement potential (Low)

Timber/Woodland: Standing timer/woodland on 25% or less of area (Low)

Plantations: 15% or less of area in or programmed for plantations (Low)

Cultural Resources: No archaeological/historical findings, little potential for Native American use (Low)

Special Interest Areas: No special interest areas within or adjacent to the area (Low)

T&E Species: Species not present (Low)

Soils (Erosion): Low significance (HER < 4) (Low)

Airshed: Low receptor sensitivity (Low)

Vegetation: No sightings, little potential, minimal significance (Low)

Recreation – Casino (High)
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 Bishop Tribal Lands Recommendations
• A parcel-level analysis is recommended. Adequate defensible space is recommended 

for all homes. 
• Discourage the use of combustible materials for decks, siding and roofs, especially 

where homes are upslope from heavy fuels. 
• Replace all shake roofs with non-combustible types such as metal or composite shin-

gle. 
• Open areas below decks and projections should be enclosed or screened to prevent the 

ingress of embers and kept clean of flammable materials, especially where such open-
ings are located on slopes above heavy fuels. 

• Clean leaf and needle litter from roofs and gutters and away from foundations.
•  Clear flammable vegetation away from power lines near homes. 
• Clear weeds and flammable vegetation to at least 30 feet away from propane tanks. 
• Remove wood piles and any flammable yard clutter to at least thirty feet from struc-

tures. 
• Wood piles should be located uphill or even with homes, never downhill. 
• Discourage the planting of flammable ornamentals within 30 feet of homes.
•  Encourage the use of fire- and drought-tolerant plants for ornamental plantings espe-

cially within 30 feet of homes. 
• Thin vegetation along access roads and driveways. This is especially important for 

narrow driveways and road segments. 
• Wherever possible, on driveways and private roads longer than 300 feet, add pullouts 

for emergency apparatus. Turnarounds should be constructed at the end of all drive-
ways and dead-end roads. 

• Add reflective addressing to all driveways and homes.
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Arson
Intentional trespass fires (arson) are those that are deliberately set.  Initial attack forces should be 
trained to identify human caused fires and preserve their point-of-origin and potential physical 
evidence.  After the initial attack forces have preserved the point-of-origin, a qualified investiga-
tor should complete the case. 

Inyo County - Arson Investigation/Prosecution

Location Responsibility Contact
(Name/Title) Address Phone

Bishop
Wildland Fire: 
Origin and 
Cause

Douglas Lannon, 
Battalion Chief Fire 
Prevention/Law En-
forcement.

San Bernardino Ranger 
Unit, 3800 Sierra Way, 
San Bernardino, CA 
92405

(909) 881-6920

Wildland Fire: 
Arson Investi-
gation

ASheriff Bill Lutze, 
Inyo County Sheriff

And

Cal Fire BDU (San 
Bernardino) – Bishop

550 S. Clay St., PO Box 
“S”, 
Independence, CA 93515

And

Route 2 Box 22L
Bishop, CA 93515

(760) 873-7887
And

(760) 387-2565

Improvements: 
Origin and 
Cause

Mike Novotny, Chief
209 West Line St.
P.O. Box 325
Bishop, CA 93515

(760) 873-5485

Improvements: 
Arson Investi-
gation

Mike Novotny, Chief
209 West Line St.
P.O. Box 325
Bishop, CA 93515

(760)873-5485

Improvements: 
Prosecution District Attorney P.O. Drawer D, Indepen-

dence, CA 93526  (760) 878-0282

 

According to Part 620 of the BIA Departmental Manual, Wildland Fire Management, the Agency 
Superintendent has the responsibility to initiate investigation of any fire trespass.  Public Law 
83-280, 101-630, 25 USC Section 3101 and the Indian Forest Management Handbook, Volume 7 
provide the Tribe the means to prosecute cases of theft and arson.  BIA 53 IAM, Chapter 7 and 
its associated handbook, describes BIA procedures for actions regarding trespass, including the 
appropriate process for incident recording, conflicts with parties involved, etc.  This policy docu-
ment is in the process of being replaced by an updated policy that will be included in the Pacific 
Region Office Regional Handbook 53 IAM 7-H.
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Community Fire Safe Plan & Guide

Part I: Problem Overview, Goals, Priorities and Methodology
The 879 acre Bishop Reservation fuel complex is a volatile mix of hazardous wildland fuels and 580 homes, 
Tribal services offices, and a large federal office building, all with limited to nonexistent defensible space. 
Viewed as a continuous fuelbed, the Reservation, in hot, windy conditions, is susceptible to high/extreme 
rates of fire spread with high resistance to control.

The Bishop Rural Fire Protection District’s main station is a mile east of the Reservation’s southern edge on 
West Line Street, while a secondary station is located on the Reservation’s northeast boundary at the corner 
of See Vee Lane and Hwy 395. The quality of the District’s equipment, volunteers and leadership is out-
standing. Fire flow at Reservation hydrants is presently substandard, but will be remedied by 2008 follow-
ing phased water system improvement projects. Fire engine access and safe evacuation of residents may be 
problematic without hazardous fuel reduction.

In many areas, and particularly beside creeks and ditches that dissect the Reservation, vegetation is a mix 
of mature and decadent cottonwood, elm, locust and willow trees, with a thicket-like, understory mix of 
young reproduction of these species, along with sage, rabbitbrush, slash and grasses. There are a number of 
well-grazed, fenced pastures, but numerous lots, pastures and undeveloped acres have been overtaken by 
uniform, dense reproduction of willow saplings, which burn like brushfields.

Many residences have fire safe landscaping, but proximity to wildland fuels on adjacent assignments or 
community trust lands still leave most vulnerable to destructive fire. Many other homes are set amid or 
beside concentrations of hazardous fuels and these assignments may include the presence of inoperable ve-
hicles—thousands of tons of solid waste distributed throughout the Reservation that will burn with intense 
toxicity.
 Goals

Residences: All assignments with structures to comply with specifications of the California Public Resource 
Code 4291 throughout the year. 

Tribal Offices and Buildings: All Tribal offices and buildings to have 100’ foot radius of defensible space 
surrounding structures, with designated evacuation routes and safety zones. Employees will receive training 
regarding fire prevention and what to do in event of fire.

Community-Held Trust Lands and Pastures: Vegetation to be managed in such way that during average 
summer weather conditions, fire rate-of-spread and resistance to control by BRFPD personnel will both rate 
low to moderate.

Burning: Burning will occur by Tribal Burn Permit only, in compliance with permit provisions.

Roads: All roads will provide safe evacuation routes and fire engine ingress per the California Uniform Fire 
Code (CUFC).

Hydrants: Volumes and pressures for fire flows conform to CUFC specifications.
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Fire Safety Coordinator: The Tribe will hire an FSC who report to the Tribal Administrator, to implement 
this plan.

Ordinances: The Tribal Council will adopt an ordinance assimilating PRC 4291.

 Note: The State of California is without jurisdiction to enforce either its public resource or uniform 
fire codes on the Reservation. However, these codes offer reasonable standards for best management prac-
tices, and such standards establish worthy fire prevention goals. 

Summary of Priority Projects
 1.  Residences: The Reservation has over 580 homes. The majority of homes require hazardous 

fuels reduction, and many require very substantial fuel reduction, in order to be considered 
defensible in the event of wildfire. Creation of defensible space for homes throughout the 
Reservation is a long term, perhaps generational, project. A prescription, including digital 
photos, should be written for each assignment prior to vegetation management. Removal of 
inoperable vehicles from assignments is also essential to a fire safe community.

 2.  Tribal Offices, Buildings, Facilities & Housing Rentals : It is vital that in the places it does 
business, the Tribe demonstrates commitment to fire safety by eliminating hazardous fuels 
near facilities and providing employee training about what to do in the event of fire.

 3.  Roads: Reservation roads must provide routes for safe evacuation as well as fire engine ac-
cess. Vegetation must be managed on roadsides in order to provide a hazard free corridor.

 4.  Open Space & Pasture: Vegetation in open space and pastures must be managed in such a 
manner that BRFPD firefighters are able to quickly suppress ignitions in these areas and pre-
vent escape onto adjacent land; or conversely, be capable of confining fire to these areas once 
it has entered from adjacent land. Horses and cattle can be grazed in an established rotation 
in order to maintain vegetation at sub-hazard levels.

 5.  Hydrants: Reservation water system improvement projects must produce effective fireflow at 
all hydrants.

 6.  Records: Records must be developed and maintained for long term hazardous fuel reduction 
on the Reservation and should include a digital photo inventory of all before and after work.

 7.  BRFPD: Work effectively with the Bishop Rural Fire Protection District and its chief to im-
plement fire prevention strategies based.

 8.  BIA: Work with BIA to fund fire prevention program/public education programs, as well as a 
12-month vegetation management crew.

 9.  Lane Names and Addresses: Driveways and lanes must be signed and all homes must have 
6-inch high white, reflectorized numbers.
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Methodology
 1.  Safety gear must be programmed for year-round cutting and removal, with Tribal and grant 

support, of woody vegetation.
 •  Tribal offices, buildings, facilities, Reservation roads, and housing rentals 

must be the initial priority for fuel reduction in order to demonstrate Coun-
cil’s commitment to creating a fire safe community.

 •  The vegetation management crew must (1) establish priorities for creating 
residential defensible space, i.e. elders, the disabled, single moms, etc; and 
(2) implement creation of residential defensible space.

 •  Even without grant support, this crew should be programmed into the Tribal 
bud get process as essential to community health and safety. 

 2.  A brush mower and rotary cutter can be utilized for much overgrown open space and pas-
ture.

 3.  An established grazing rotation for pasture and open space must follow (2.) above to main-
tain hazard reduction work.

 4.  The Tribal Environmental Management Office must continue efforts toward elimination of 
abandoned vehicles. The TEMO must further undertake an education program regarding 
creation of defensible space. The Tribal Council should adopt an ordinance that assimilates 
the body of California Public Resource Code 4291, and includes removal of non-operation-
al vehicles. The burn permit program should be broadened to include a flag system, with a 
flagpole at the Tribal offices.

 5.  The Tribe must continue, as it is committed to accomplish, its water system improvements in 
order to provide adequate fireflows at all hydrants.

Part II: Creating & Maintaining Residential Defensible Space
Proposed Adoption of the Following Public Resource Code Requirements:

California Public Resource Code section 4291 requires property owners to be responsible for the following 
minimum hazard abatement measures).  This is what must be done:

 1.  Remove dead vegetation and thin brush (leaving individual ornamentals) 30-100 feet around 
all structures, or to the assignment boundary.

 2. Create 10-foot clearance of flammable vegetation around propane tanks.

 3. Remove tree limbs overhanging structures, and within 10 feet of chimneys and stovepipes.

 4. Remove leaves and pine needles from roofs and rain gutters.

 5. I/2" mesh screen on fireplace chimneys and woodstove pipes.
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 6.  U.S. Forest Service-Approved spark arresters are required on all internal combustion en-
gines, such as chainsaws, mowers, tractors, weedeaters, etc.

 7. Tribal burning permits are required.

Public Resources Code requirements offer insufficient protection for a residence on an assignment sur-
rounded by flammable, continuous vegetation.  In most cases on the Reservation, more defensible space 
is necessary to create a safety zone.  The concept and creation of defensible space is addressed in the next 
section.

The one factor that can determine whether or not a home survives wildfire is the distance and quality of 
clearance of flammable vegetation from the house.  

This truth is difficult to impress upon all residents. Many folks simply have the attitude that disaster can't 
happen to them. But experienced firemen have seen communities converted to believers once they have 
experienced the trauma of wildfire. 

Vegetation adjacent to a home is a primary factor influencing whether the home survives wildfire. Plants 
are fuel and function as fuse between fire and structure. Defensible space is modification and maintenance 
of vegetation surrounding a home, so that flammability and risk of damage to the structure by approaching 
fire is reduced.  

The first 30 feet from the structure are by far the most critical.  Other factors discussed in this section may 
necessitate fuel modification another 100 feet or more from a home.

Defensible space is not necessarily bare ground, but well-considered landscaping--firescaping. Appropriate, 
well-maintained vegetation can lessen both fire speed and intensity, allowing firefighters a place and oppor-
tunity for effective defense of a home. No unusual methods or tools are necessary. 

•  Defensible space is created by:
•  Altering plant arrangement.  
•  Maintaining low plant height.
•  Increasing moisture content of vegetation.
•  Decreasing the volume of flammable vegetation.
• 

The 3 Rs of defensible space are:

 1. Removal of flammable vegetation such as trees and brush.
 2.  Reduction of available fuel by pruning tree limbs, removing leaves and dead wood from 

shrubs, and cutting dead grass.
 3.  Replacement of hazardous vegetation like bitterbrush with less flammable species such as 

those that might be planted in irrigated, maintained flowerbeds.
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The First 10 Feet

The first 10 feet surrounding a home are the most critical.  In this area, anything easily ignited, including 
outdoor furniture, fencing, pine needles, leaves, grass, branches overhanging any part of the structure, roof 
and rain gutter debris, certain ornamental vegetation, firewood or stacked lumber must be removed or re-
considered. Fencing should be fire resistant and outdoor furniture stored when residents are away. Branches 
of large trees should be pruned up 15 feet in this area, and no closer than 10 feet from the structure.

It is recommended that this area be in lawn, paved, covered in stone or gravel, low, irrigated ground cover, 
weeded flower or vegetable gardens, or left as bare, mineral soil. Mineral soil is soil that has all organic ma-
terial removed from its top layer.

The 30-Foot Benchmark

 30 feet of clearance from the house is the absolute minimal distance 
recommended by the state. A ground fire unable to approach closer 
than 30 feet to a structure prevents direct flame contact and radia-
tion. 30-foot clearance creates an area in which firefighters are able 
to work.  

In this area, flammable brush, shrubs, fuel ladders and dead fuels 
on the ground and in trees must be removed. Dead grass should be 
mowed to no more than 2 inches. Leaves, pine needles and other 
ground litter must be removed.  Individual shrubs should be at least 
30 feet from the house. Shrub separation distances are discussed 
below.  

In the 10-foot to 30-foot area, tree branches should be pruned to at least 10 feet from the ground. Tree sep-
aration distances are discussed below.  Stacked firewood, lumber and other piles of materials should be no 
closer, and preferably much further, than 20 feet from the house, with three feet of bare mineral soil scraped 
around each pile.  The same kind of plantings described in the 10-foot area are appropriate here as well.

100 Feet from the House

The space around a home that is 30 feet to 100 feet from the structure, if managed properly, can allow fire 
that enters the property to slow, cool, and drop to the ground.  Dead material larger that one-inch diameter 
should be removed.  Fine fuels, dead material smaller than one-inch diameter, should be left in a layer of 
no more than 3 inches, or otherwise removed. Tree limbs should be pruned no less than 10 feet from the 
ground.

Additional Considerations

The amount of work, or how much removal, reduction and replacement of vegetation will be necessary to 
create defensible space on the rest of an assignment, requires considering two factors:  the slope of the prop-
erty within 200 feet of structures (not an issue on the level Reservation), and vegetation (or fuel) types that 
surround it.  Defensible space distance means the number of feet from the house and other structures.
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Reservation Vegetation Types

•  Grasses:  wildland grasses, such as cheatgrass, weeds, and scattered brush with grass 
growing beneath it.

• Brush: different kinds of brush, such as sage, bitterbrush and rabbitbrush.
•  Trees include forested areas.  But if much grass or brush is beneath the tree canopy, 

then grass and/or brush should be considered the dominant vegetation when consid-
ering defensible space.

Planning Recommended Defensible Space

On flat to gently sloping (0-20%) property surrounded by brushy vegetation, 100 feet of defensible space is 
necessary. If this distance exceeds the distance to an assignment boundary, a neighbor can collaborate to 
create the necessary defensible space. Defensible space is increasingly effective when it is implemented on 
adjoining assignments.  Assignment holder permission is required prior to undertaking work on a neigh-
bor's property.

Insufficient clearance, even if otherwise conscientiously undertaken to an assignment boundary, may result 
in firefighters bypassing a home and deploying elsewhere in order to protect structures with defensible 
space.

Types of Dead Fuels and How to Deal With Them

 1.     Snags, or standing dead trees, must be removed within defensible space. Down dead trees 
should be removed if they have fallen recently. Fallen trees that are decomposing into the 
duff (the organic, upper layer of soil where vegetative decomposition occurs) can remain, 
although all branches should be removed. 

 2.  All dead brush must be removed within defensible space. Pine needles should not be entirely 
removed, only the upper two-three inches in order that duff not be disturbed.

 3.  Leaves, twigs, branches and pinecones that are on the ground should be removed within 
defensible space.

 4.  Firewood, stacked lumber, compost and hay should be located no closer than 30 feet from 
the house. 100 feet is best.

 Vegetation Continuity or Coverage

Brush and trees can form dense, continuous, highly dangerous fuelbeds.  The more complete the coverage 
by brush and trees, the greater the hazard, since fire is offered an uninterrupted burn route or fuse.  A key 
element in developing defensible space is breaking up the continuity and density of vegetation through 
separation. 
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Separation Recommendations

Brush separation distances depend upon slope and brush height.  Separation involves both plant removal 
and pruning to reduce plant height.

On the level ground of the Reservation, separation distance between brush and shrubs should be twice the 
brush height.  For example if brush height is two feet, then twice the brush height is four feet.  Brush and 
shrubs two feet high should be maintained four feet apart.

Tree separation distances are measured from the outer edges of the tree canopy rather than their trunks.  
Separation, of course, can be achieved only by removal.  Decisions regarding selection of leave-trees versus 
trees to cut should be undertaken by an experienced individual, as should actual felling of trees. 

Canopy Separation Distances: On level ground, trees need 10 feet minimum separation.

Note of Caution: Every tree is an individual and there is no “one size fits all” when it comes to pruning trees 
to enhance defensible space.  It may take a tree several years to recover from a poor pruning job. Young 
trees obviously cannot handle a lot of limb removal. The best rule is to use good judgment and to seek ad-
vice from others when performing work on trees.  Don’t set yourself up to regret what you have done.

Ladder Fuels

Ladder fuels are layers of vegetation that once ignited, allow a ground or low-burning fire to climb into 
higher layers of vegetation. Very often, the higher the fire, the more intensely it may burn, the faster it may 
spread, and the greater its resistance to control. Grass and pine needles, for example, may ignite brush, 
which may in turn ignites low tree limbs and then torch tree canopies themselves, allowing a ground fire to 
become a crown fire, a conflagration that blows from tree to tree.  

Vertical separation of vegetation layers mitigates the ladder fuel risk.  The standard for vertical separation 
between layers of vegetation is three times the height of the lower fuel: if sagebrush three feet tall is growing 
beside a limby pine, then there should be a distance of nine feet between the top of the sage and the lowest 
branch of the pine. Separation can be achieved either by pruning the top of the bush, or removing it, as well 
as removing lower tree branches. 

"Lean, Clean & Green"

The "Lean, Clean & Green" philosophy emphasizes that particular care be given the area closest to the 
house, the most important in the defensible space concept.  Within at least a thirty-foot radius from the 
house, vegetation should be kept:

•  Lean--only small amounts of flammable vegetation.
•  Clean--no dead fuels or other flammable material.
•  Green--plants are green and healthy during fire season.
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Slash Disposal

Even a modest amount of vegetation reduction and removal can generate impressive amounts of slash. The 
job is not complete until slash is gone. Plan slash disposal strategy from the outset. There are several basic 
methods to dispose of slash:

 1. Separate and salvage all firewood.
 2. Use a chipper to grind smaller material into mulch.
 3.  Rent a large dumpster from the local waste disposal company, or haul slash to the nearest 

landfill.
 4.  Burn the piles. Request an evaluation by the Bishop Fire Chief. He will inspect your piles 

and provide excellent advice. Never burn without a permit, calling the Tribal Environmental 
Management Office to be sure it’s a burn day, and a careful reading of its conditions. 

Maintenance of Defensible Space
 
Creating defensible space will end up of little value if not adequately maintained. Establish a regular routine 
of maintenance, review planning annually, and schedule concentrated work time on assignments each win-
ter and spring before fire season.

Part III: Defensible Homes
Homes are fuel. In a conflagration burning in dense vegetation and driven by high winds, temperatures may 
reach 2000 degrees or more. In such conditions, everything will burn, but house siting, design and con-
struction materials are key to limiting losses from most wildfires and are elements of Defensible Space strat-
egies. Clearly, a house is far more likely to survive wildfire if steps have been taken to make it fire resistant.

Siting 

Sites adjacent to large areas of continuous vegetation that are not managed to reduce fire hazard are ill con-
sidered.

Access 

The road and/or driveway to your home must offer a safe evacuation route as well as reasonable ingress for 
firefighters to respond quickly. Access roads should be two lanes with frequent turnouts.  It is a poor idea to 
build a home on a dead end road.

Driveways should be as short as possible with vegetation trimmed back 20 feet from the road edge.  Large 
trees in this zone should be limbed no lower than 15 feet.  Road surfaces must provide good traction for a 
large fire engine, with sufficient room for a turnaround and parking, in order for its crew to protect homes.  

Driveways longer than 50 yards should have turnouts at their midpoints or every hundred feet that allow 
vehicles to safely pass.  Bridges and culverts must be adequate in width and load capacity to support a 20-
ton engine.  
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Road names must be posted at intersections with 6-inch white letters on a reflectorized background.  When 
the house cannot be seen from the road, the address must be posted at the driveway entrance.  The house 
must have its address clearly visible in at least 6-inch numbers. This is an obvious and essential undertaking 
for the Reservation.

Roofs

Most home losses are due to roofs catching fire.  Wind-blown embers from a fire will find a hospitable 
burning environment among wooden shakes and shingles. A fire-resistant roof installation is perhaps the 
most important wildfire safety precaution a homeowner can take.

Roofing is rated from A to C, based upon fire resistance, with C the least resistant.  Communities with Class 
A roofs are a world safer than communities with mixed class roofing.  Clay, metal and concrete tile roof-
ing, as well as metal panels and composition shingles, can last decades.  A fire resistant subroof is essential.  
Roofing must be installed so that embers cannot blow or fall into spaces between covering material.  

Vents should be screened with galvanized steel hardware cloth. This applies to foundation vents as well. 
Gutters must be metal and gutter screens help prevent debris build-up.  Spark-arresting screening and/or 
chimney caps are required by law.

Manufactured and mobile homes, as well as occupied travel trailers, should be skirted.

Windows

Windows and skylights are easily broken at low levels of fire intensity. Thermal pane glass should be used 
in all windows and skylights.  It is preferable that there be no skylights at all.  Window size and the number 
of windows should be reduced on sides of the house facing heavily vegetated areas. Operable metal shutters 
and fire resistant curtains should be considered.

Siding

With the obvious exception of shingle siding, wood siding itself is relatively   fire resistant, but vulnerable to 
embers in vertical joints or where planks may overlap.  Stained or painted siding retains higher fuel mois-
ture content than untreated siding.  Vinyl siding melts at relatively low temperatures and should be avoided.

Stucco, stone and metal exterior walls are most desirable and should be backed by sheathing in order to 
prevent fire entry.

Doors

Solid metal doors, or steel-jacketed, insulated doors, while perhaps aesthetically unpleasing, offer maximum 
fire resistance.  Solid core wood doors are a good second choice.
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Decks and Porches

Decks and porches should be treated with retardant and enclosed beneath with fireproof materials.  Aw-
nings and covers of metal and fiberglass are fire resistant, while canvas invites ignition. Materials such as 
outdoor furniture, firewood and lumber should never be stored below.

Other Structures

Outbuildings, fences and arbor trellises can offer wildfire a route to a home.  All three can be constructed of 
metal or other fire resistant material. Outbuildings should be sited only after consideration of whether their 
ignition will compromise defense of the house.  All of the above factors must be considered in the construc-
tion of outbuildings. 

 Materials such as paint and gas should be stored in metal or concrete block buildings well away from other 
structures.  Propane tanks should not be enclosed and have at least 10 feet of clearance around them.  The 
area beneath tanks must also be kept clean.

Swamp Coolers

Hardware cloth should be installed in back of the cooler pads to prevent embers from entering the house.

Pet Doors

If you must have pet doors, they should be installed so that they can be sealed closed when you are away, or 
in the event of wildfire.

Firescaping

Firescaping is defensible space landscaping. It is landscape design that limits the vulnerability of home 
and property to wildfire. An appropriate landscape may be the primary factor in whether a home survives 
wildfire. The goal is to create an environment surrounding the house that is not likely to burn in any but the 
most extreme conditions.

An effective firescape can be as attractive as traditional landscape design and need not appear substantially 
different.  It simply integrates defensible space concepts into the landscaping objectives of aesthetics, ero-
sion management, entertainment environment, and wildlife habitat considerations.
 
Through careful selection, location and maintenance of plants, firescaping reduces:

•  Probability of ignition 
•  Fire rate of spread
•  Fire intensity 
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The first priority in plant selection is the plant's capacity to reduce an assignment's vulnerability to wild-
fire--we choose a plant that is "FireSmart." Appearance, erosion control and value to wildlife are secondary 
considerations. Popular evergreen shrubs and trees, such as junipers, conifers and broadleaf ornamentals, 
contain oils, waxes and resins that burn with tremendous intensity.  Ornamental grasses and berries also 
burn with intensity. These are not FireSmart choices.

FireSmart plants are low growing, with high moisture content, and their plant tissue is not readily flamma-
ble. Hardwood, or deciduous trees for example, are more desirable than conifers because they have higher 
moisture content and less fuel volume during dormancy.
FireSmart plants generally share these qualities:

•  Plant fiber retains moisture effectively throughout fire season.
•   Plant fiber has minimal quantities of volatile oils such as pine resin or manzanita’s 

waxy leaf coating.
•  Plants remain small at maturity and produce limited litter.

Within at least ten feet of buildings, as previously suggested, all plants should be irrigated, with low-growing 
ground cover mowed to no more than five inches in height. As discussed, boulders, decorative rock, gravel, 
and steppingstones used in paths and as ground cover will disrupt fuel continuity and may function as fire 
barriers and control lines.

Larger shrubs and trees should have 10 to 30 feet of spacing between islands of plantings. FireSmart plants 
contain low fuel volumes and as a rule of thumb are less than two feet in height. Mulches effectively limit 
weed growth and provide a major boost in conserving fuel and soil moisture.

When thinning trees, select the healthiest, most defect-free, dominant trees as leave-trees.  Plants have a 
defined lifespan and an ecosystem is dynamic rather than static—it’s always changing. Preserve some of the 
healthiest, sprouting tree seedlings to eventually replace their parents.

Part IV: Family Emergency Planning & Preparedness

Home Fire Safety
Smoke Detectors

In a fire emergency, functioning smoke detectors can mean the difference between life and death.  Smoke 
detectors should be positioned on the ceiling just outside each bedroom. When bedroom doors are closed 
during sleep, an additional detector should be placed in the bedroom.  More than half of all fatal house fires 
occur at night.  Detectors will wake a family if a fire starts while during sleep. Make sure detectors are State 
Fire Marshall approved.  Test them monthly and change batteries twice a year in fall and spring when clocks 
are changed.
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Fire Extinguishers

Extinguishers are essential emergency tools in a home.  Again, be sure they are State Fire Marshall ap-
proved.  Each family member should know the locations of extinguishers and be able to operate them.  Ex-
tinguishers should be mounted in easy-to-reach spots. They must be checked annually to see that they have 
maintained their charge, and must be recharged following use.

Extinguishers are identified by letters that designate type of fires for which they are intended:

 A—cloth & wood fires
 B—flammable liquid fires
 C—electrical fires
 D—flammable metal fires

Pre-Fire Planning

Insurance
From time to time, review the homeowner’s policy.  Video all valuables and maintain a current inventory 
with a duplicate filed with the insurance company.

Important Papers, Photos & Other Valuables

Keep important documents in a fireproof box that can be taken with in event of fire. Consider storage of 
some documents in alternate locations such as safe deposit boxes. Negatives of photos can be stored in loca-
tions other than home, such as safe deposit boxes. Fire victims most often regret the loss of photographs.
Have a list of what to take during an emergency. Store valuables together to save time.

What to Do & Where to Go

Families should discuss what to do in an emergency. All escape routes from home must be identified, in-
cluding two safe exits from each room—particularly bedrooms.  Determine at least two evacuation routes 
from your neighborhood to a meeting place. Select a meeting place outside the Reservation in case family 
members are not permitted back into the area.

Discuss plans with neighbors. Plan help for neighbors who require assistance. Families should be trained to 
help evacuate young, elderly and disabled persons from homes if necessary. Their rooms should be as close 
to exits as feasible.

Keep uppermost in mind that fire spreads quickly, blocking exits and generating substantial smoke.  A few 
breaths of smoke and toxic gases can kill.  If trapped in smoke, crawl with your head down because cleaner 
air is near the floor.
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Emergency Supplies

Families should maintain a kit that includes the following five basics:

 1.  Water—Store a three-day supply of water for each family member.  Plan for one gallon per 
person per day, two quarts for drinking and two quarts for food prep and sanitation.

 2.  Food—Store ready to eat canned foods, as well as foods necessary for infants or people on 
special diets.

 3.  First Aid Kits—Homes and vehicles should have first aid kits.  Over the counter kits are often 
excellent.

 4.  Clothes & Bedding—Cold weather clothing that includes, hats, gloves, and raingear, as well 
as sleeping bags should be stored.  Anticipate power outages.

 5.  Tools—A kit should include a battery radio, poly tarps, a hand can opener, multi-tool knife, 
writing implements, storage containers, matches in a waterproof container, garbage bags, 
whistle, flashlight, pliers, tent, cash/checks, shut-off wrenches, soap, chlorine bleach, tape, 
toilet paper, ABC type fire extinguisher, eating implements, flares, foil, needle and thread, 
and personal hygiene items. 

 
Special items such as baby needs (diapers, bottles, formula), medications, spare glasses and contacts, den-
ture supplies, a phone book, personal phone listings, books, and games should also be included.
Livestock and Pet Evacuation

It is essential that pre-fire planning include pets and livestock. Have adequate carriers readily accessible for 
pets and make arrangements with neighbors regarding carrier location and use if you are not at home. Car-
riers must include bowls, food, leashes, water, collars and identification.
The Tribal Fire Safe Council should develop a plan that includes evacuating horses and cattle.   
What to Do When Wildfire Threatens

 1. If you see fire approaching your home, call 911.
 2. Evacuate family members and pets, reminding everyone where to meet.
 3. Contact a friend or relative about your plans.
 4.  Dress properly to prevent burns and scars.  Do not wear synthetics—dress in long-sleeved 

cotton or wool shirts and jackets. Wear long pants.  Gloves and long pants may be important. 
Goggles can prove invaluable.

 5. As you evacuate:
  • Place valuables and pets inside vehicle for quick departure.
  •   Close doors behind you as you evacuate to slow the fire.

If trapped by fire as you evacuate in vehicle, park in an area clear of vegetation, close windows and vents, 
cover yourself with blanket or jacket and lie on floor.

If you stay, and it is your right to do so as long as you don’t obstruct firefighters, the following will help pro-
tect property:
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Outside

• Move yard furniture into the house or a shed.
• Attach hoses with nozzles to faucets and place to reach all areas of house.
•  Fill trashcans and buckets with water and place them where firefighters can find 

them. Also fill bathtubs and other containers. Soak rags and towels for beating out 
embers and small fires.

•  Place ladders against house on side opposite fire to assist firefighters in reaching 
the roof.  Keep wood shake or shingle roofs damp.  Put a sprinkler on the roof, but 
don’t turn it on until embers begin to fall.

•  Close window shutters if fire resistant.  Cover exposed windows, attic openings, 
eave and sub-floor vents with fire resistant material such as ½ inch thick plywood.

Inside

• Close all interior doors, leaving them unlocked, close windows and vents.
•  Turn on all exterior and room lights to make the house more visible in smoke and/

or darkness.
• Shut off all propane valves and pilot lights.
• Move furniture to center of each room.
• Remove curtains and drapes.  Close metal blinds.

If you remain in your home as fire approaches, be sure all doors are closed and unlocked, and avoid outside 
walls.  Keep family calm and together.

What to Do During a Fire

 1. Keep tools available. 
 2.  Stay as calm as possible.
 3. Drive safely, sharing rides if you can.
 4. Park completely off the road to allow emergency vehicle access.
 5. Close vehicle windows and leave key in ignition.

 If evacuation is impossible because smoke, heat or flames block escape routes from the house, stay in a 
room with doors closed.

If You Stay Inside:

 1. Dial 911.
 2. Keep family together, calm and in the center of the room.  Avoid outside walls.
 3.  Open a window as long as no smoke is entering the room and hang a bright cloth out to 

signal for help.
 4. Feel the door before you exit a room. If it’s hot, don’t open it. Use the second way out.
 5.  Stuff sheets, blankets and towels in cracks around doors and heating and air conditioning 

vents to keep out smoke and gases.
 6. If clothes catch fire, STOP, DROP & ROLL!
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If You Remain and Work Outside:

 1. Work safely and use home as a shelter when evacuation’s not possible.
 2. If you choose to suppress fire on your property:

 •  The best method of suppressing fire is to use a motorized pump with a pool, 
creek or pond, connected to hose lines and nozzles.

 •  Dirt can be effective at knocking down flames by spreading it at the base of 
the flames.

 • Wet burlap or towels can be used to beat out flame.
 •  Fireline scraped to mineral soil and constructed to a width 11/2 times the 

height of adjacent vegetation can be a barrier to fire spread.

What to Do After the Fire

Immediately after fire passes:

 1.  Check the roof immediately.  Be careful, particularly if the roof ’s still wet.  Extinguish all 
sparks and embers.

 2. Check attic interior for hidden embers.
 3. Check all adjacent vegetation, wood and material piles, and fence posts.
 4. Check the remainder of the house with great care.
 5.  For the next 12 hours, carefully check and recheck home and yard.  Be alert for smoke 

during the next week.

When fire is thoroughly extinguished:

Immediately contact an insurance agent.  He or she will provide information regarding documentation of 
damage, cleanup and professional repair.

Carefully assess children’s response to the trauma of fire.  Do not underestimate or brush off its effects.  Seek 
the advice of a counselor skilled in helping child victims cope with traumatic events. This will be the single 
most important thing accomplished in the wake of the fire.

Tribal Fire Safe Council

Tribal Administration should continue its efforts to create a sustainable Tribal Fire Safe Council. The TFSC 
provides leadership in the education of the Reservation community about developing fire safe neighbor-
hoods, identifies community concerns and objectives, and develops action plans and funding initiatives 
specific to the priorities described above in order to achieve objectives.  Effective, positive, open channels of 
communication between the TFSC and the greater community are critical to a successful fire safe project. 
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Public Resources Code 4291
Any person that owns, leases, controls, operates, or maintains any building or structure in, upon, or ad-
joining mountainous area or forest-covered lands, brush-covered lands, or grass-covered lands, or any land 
which is covered with flammable material, shall at all times do all of the following:

 (a)  Maintain around and adjacent to such building or structure a firebreak made by removing 
and clearing away, for a distance of not less than 30 feet on each side thereof or to the prop-
erty line, whichever is nearer, of all flammable vegetation or combustible growth.  This sub-
division does not apply to single specimens of trees, ornamental shrubbery, or similar plants 
which are used as ground cover, if they do not form a means of rapidly transmitting fire from 
the native growth to any building or structure.

 (b)  Maintain around and adjacent to any such building or structure additional fire protection or 
fire break made by removing all brush, flammable vegetation, or combustible growth which 
is located from 30 feet to 100 feet from such building or structure or to the property line, 
whichever is nearer, as may be required by the director if he finds that, because of hazardous 
conditions, a fire break of only 30 feet around such building or structure is not sufficient to 
provide reasonable fire safety.  Grass and other vegetation located more than 30 feet from 
usch building or structure and less than 18 inches in height above the ground may be main-
tained where necessary to stabilize the soil and prevent erosion.

 (c)  Remove any portion of any tree which extends within 10 feet of the outlet of any chimney or 
stovepipe.

 (d)  Maintain any tree adjacent to or overhanging any building free or dead or dying wood
 (e) Maintain the roof of any structure free of leaves, needles, or other dead vegetative growth.

Provide and maintain at all times a screen over the outlet of every chimney or stovepipe that is attached to 
any fireplace, stove, or other device that burns any solid or liquid fuel.  The screen shall be constructed of 
nonflammable material with openings of not more than one-half inch in size.

    

   


